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Lord' s Paradox Analyzed in a,simple mathematical

model 'for causal inference. The resolution of Lord nPa adox-from

this perspective has two aspects . First, the descriptive, 6n-causal

toncluSions the'two.hypethetiCal statisticians are both correct.

adictory only because they'describe quite differe,if-cent

aspetts the data Second, the causal inferences ofthe stat

--,

clans are neither correct nor i sinceince they are sed on
0.

different assuMptions the our mathematical model makes explicit but

neither assumption can be tested using thy. -data set
/

:hat is described

in the exaMple.- We identify these differing assumptions and shew how

each may be used. to justify' the differing causal conclusions of the
- -

-trdp 'statisticians.

example which Lord used to int educe his paradox, we also examine

In additipn to-nnalyging the classic 'diet"

th ree other examples that appear in the three papers 'where Lord

.cusses -the parade and related ma

(Hs-
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Introduction`.

Lord's aradox firs -t appeared in a short, t-orPage article.(Lo -4 -

1967):inT=122,12--Bulletin. This article presenta a remarkable

contrestbetween two statisticians wha *draw widely. different conclusions

fromthesame set:of data Title culprit appears to be that the analysis.

covariance cannot be counted an to make a-proper allowance for

uncOntrolledpreexisling differences between natural grOuPs.: Much to

the dismay of the e4itor of Psychological Bulletin, Lord:did:not resolve .:

his paradox. This fact_increases ,the interest in the questions it

raises. The impact:of the paper has been an extensive analysis and

criticism of the use o

(e.g. Games, 1976 and Lindley and Novick, 1981). .Lord wrote two

the analysis of covariance that still continues

additional short pi ties on the paradox -- a second article in

gical Bulletin, 'Lord 1p68) and .an Y in the Encyclopedia

tional Evaluation (Lord, 1973 in Anderson, et ál.,1973, page 233). We
0

bas {_ - our diseubsions on these three articles by Lord.

Lord useSeXamples to illustrate his

examples discussed in the

Lord's in,th

p nts, and there are four

three papers.. Our approach differs from

_t present 4, mathema

plex enough to accommodate what we regard

cal fraMework that is core

to be the"important features

of the examples treated by Lord, and we then apply this framework to

each of his examples. As will become evident, we believe that there

are several different issues that wise ithese examples, and we feel

that our Mathematical frame ork provides the - structure for a precise

analysis.,



2.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
r

eneral-mathethatical f amework-ar model for causal inference. In

ection 3.we apply this general framework-to each of thd exempla

appearing in Lord's three papers. Section 4 gives our general Conclu-

lion regarding, the nature of Lord's Paradox. We.include arc:Appendix,

which indicates various' related results 'that follow from our odel.
: e

2. A. Model for;.Cdusal Inference

'

In this sect on. wede our-model for causal inference and-
.

derive the reaults from it that pie need for the examples that liotd

disCussa. Mork technical consequenced of the. model are derived in
4

the Appendix.
%

2.1 The Elements of thin Model

The chief, issue 'that - is of

attribution of cause. Much.has b e

Lord's Paradox is the

point of departure is

(1974, 1977- 1978, 1980),.

ten about causation but our

the analysis o causal effec s given in Rubin

However, .t will be sufficient for our pur-

deal Wa.simplifiedippOulatft-level-: version of Rubin's

model. We have used this pimplifed Model: elsewhere (Holland and

Rubin,, 40,) to analyie. causal inference in ratrospectivecase7contral .

studies often used in-medical research.

Our =dell is similar to those used to desdribe many-simple sEatig-

-tical prob19 However,

tinctionS,and elements that are usually left. implicit in other-discus-

are absolutely explicit about certain dis-
-

sions. We believe that it.is impossible t give .a coherent analysis

of causal inference ,without. being least al -explicit as we are here.

The basic-elemeft _ of.our'model are:



a population of unts, O,

an "experimental 'manipulation" ith levels or c,

and Its associated indicator variable, S,

a eubpripulation-Indicator variable,--. G,

(d) ap.outcome-variable Y, and.6

an concomitant variable,:X,

Each of these components t- the

we,dothie_in the next subsection; .Figure 1 summarizes this IrameWork,

odel needs further specification. and

Figure 1 about here

.2.2.! Discussion of the Elements' the Nadel

The population P of units underlies the rest the Model. 'Iypi2-

.Cal examples of "units are human- subjects, or rats,' o houSeholds, or

eor seeds. All variables are assumed to be functions that are defined

on'every unit in P All probabilities, distributions and expected

values are camputedover P. A probability will mean nothing more nor

1,-s than a proportion oflunits in P. The expected value of a variable

merely its average value over all of P. Conditional expected values

are subgroup averages where the subgroups are-defined by the condition-

statement. In Figure 1 there are -N units in P.

The "experimental Manipulation' is the focus of all causal infer-

ence,in our model. It is important to realize that by using the term.

" "experimental manipulation" we do not mean: o limit our discussion to

the activities ithin'a controlled randomi ed laboratory study. We do



Population P
of Units



mean tb include any .sort o ell-defined experience to which .eacl -i of

the units in P may or ma not_ be be exposed. The keyotion is the poten-,

tial for exposing each unit to any one of the experimental conditions

in the study.- For causal inference, it is cyitical that each unfit be

otentially exposable to any one of the experimental conditions. As an

example, the schoolin&-a student receiVes'is an experimental manipula

tibn in our sense, whereas the student's race or gender is not:

Por simplicity, in this paper we :shall assume that them are just

two different experimental cionditias or levels'.Of treatment,-denoted

eatment) and (control). We will le S be a variable that- indidates
t

the experimentel\condition to which each unit in P is exposed, that is,

t indicates the unit is exposed to while S a c indicates exposure

to c. Ina controlled study, S.is constructed by the experimenter. In

some --e%tent by factors beyond

the experimenter's'control. - -,.In either case, the critical feature of

an uncontrolled study S deterMined to

the "experimental manipulation" is 'that-theivalud of 8. for each unit

could have bee-n_different._

We will Make the simplifying assumption that S is defined on all

ofP -o that for. each unit either 8 7-t or S = c. In two of the example

.4 Section 3, S is a constant over P (i.e.r there is only one treatment-,

to which units are actually exposed). In one example, there is no 8

since there is no identified refitment. Our model is at the "popula

tion level" because we do not consider the inference problems associated

With the sambling ofunits in F for study.' The model described by,

Rubin (1974, 1977, 1978, 1980) deals with the added complexity of the

sampling of units.
=/*

11



The term indep4ndeat:variable s 'Often used to refer to a treat

indicator variable like 8 but it ois also applied morel loosely -'to
.

include an entirely different type of variable.: In: auk model this

second type of variable is the suhpopulatiOn indicator :veriale G.,--

-Evans and Anastasio (1968), aMOng'otherS,-diStinguish clearly Between

"genuine independent variables,

and "classifications or

atments that can be manipulated"

other variables which.decribe.the intact

grouph." Lord id quite aware of the distinction and ,in facti des-

interpreting data on-,ibes his paradok as "a problem that-arises

preexisting g'rOups. He also refers to the impossibility of random

assignment in the "comparison of the educatibnal achlevents

ditferent racial groups." In our model we have two different variable!

S and C, in order to represent both casesj The arable G indicates

the subpopulation membership of each unit, such as race orgender

-,
uvari_studentseties" corn, etc, Unlike 'S it is otn possible..._

. . ..,_

-_-_,0e.. ,

.

-. the value ,of-G for each unit to have been other than what iit s, -roteach

the purposes of this paper,- Fe have a Single subpopulatlanAndicator

=variable G which has'only two possible values (G '1. 1,2) indicatii18

for example, male and female students, as shown in Figure 1.

By the "outcome variable" Y, ywe mean to convey the usual notion

of dependent or criterion variable, with one important extension.

Whprv.thete-is an experimental _1 nipulation, there are multiple ver-

sions Y, one for each treatment condition. In our Case, these are
9

.denoted by Yt end Y The interpretation of thesis- two, values of X- for
a ,

a given unit is that Yt is the value of Y tat' would be observed if

the unit were posed to t while Y
c

valUe of Y that would be



obsenied ors the same unit if e ex-posed to c. The basic notion

that a treatment intluen

the model by the two v

_s the dependent variable isitormali4ed in.

and Y
c
, If t influencqs

t

feet of the experimental \manipulation is

om the value Y
c \
\ for each unit.

-_-1no__treatment_e_ffect" (in_ita strongest form) corresponds to Y Y

Y then _the

to make the value

null hypothesis

o all units in studies where there is no experimental maul
_

puls.tion `:there is only one version of Y. In such cases, we do not

put a- sub on Y, nor do' we subscript Y when we are referring

it without_ reference to th treatment conditions.

entrals t Lord's Paradox is the availability a variable X

that to the outcome- variable :will call-.X.

concomitant variable to distinguish from-Y. Howe.ver, in Lor s

examples there are o distinct type§ of concomit

r--arise those that -are and -those

by the e periMental manipulation.

pressed -a§
24-

observed if the

nt variables the
a not -p entially influenced

s state:et affairs can he

Let X- and X
c
denote

t :

the value of X that Would' b

e exposed to . respectively, If.-

units, then X is not influenced by the

in this special case we shall tall X a_ covariate

s net a covaria e butunits,

treatment

will, still e the more general

tent/ concomitant variable to describe X in this case. By def in

subpopulation indicator -variable G is an example o

tion,

covariate. In-

reallife research designs the question of whether or

Under the usualquite serious and difficult to eircums tante§



'

of educational research pretests are covara_tes because they'are

recorded prior the exposute of units to the treatment conditions

they ate, hence, affected by -e uxposre to one trea=tment ar another.

,23 Three Kinds of Studies

The primary purpose ur model is to allow an explici descrip-
-

tion_-of-the,4uanti

shall r&fer to as

Descriptive studies,

Uncon-trolled causa studies and

Controlled causal studies.

that arise in three types studies

ersimplified categorization of research

captures important distinctions that ark

of- Paradmx

-Although this 'is an

e believe that i

our analysis

studies,

.. germane to

-A descriptive s tudy has nn.expe ental' nipulation so that there

is only one version of_ Y and of K -and -no treatment indicator variable S.

-Controlled and-uncontrolled causal studies both have an experimen.-

tal manipulation and differ only in the degree of control that the

experiMenter has over, the treatment indicat

. causal

depend

value_

of the

by the experimenter- In an uncontrolled causal study the values of S

In a :controlled-

study, the values of are determined by the experimenter and -an

on numerous aspects of each unit, subpopulation riembersh

covariatesi but not on :ihe value of .Y or :Y. since
. . t c

outcome variable is observed after .the values of S

the value

are determined

are determined by fact ors that are beyond the experithente s control.

f dritical.tmportance is the fait that, in-a controlled causal study,.

S can be made. to be statistically independ nt of Y
c
-and Y

t
whereas in n



uncontrolled xausal study this is not true. All of Lord's examPles

concern = eithe descriptive studies or -uncontrolled causal studies;

these are the types of studies that.. commonly Arise in the behavi

sciences and involve "preexisti g groups".

a .

2.4 Caus l Effects and Relat d uan

usal effect of t

es in Causal Studies

on Y (relative to c) fbr'eaCh unit in P

gi-gOn by the diffek-ence 3 is is -the amount -'that_ -

creased (or dcreasedY-..the value' of Y- (relative to :c) on each

The expected-value E(Y _ is the average causal effect of ersus

on Y in P. -Since the expected value of a difference is the difference

in values, 1.

E Y Y Y E(Ya.

see that the unconditional means of Y a=dd
c

over P have direct
t -

causal interpretations

In .a causal study,-... hether

of Y that is observed on each .uni

trolled or_un ontrolIed,
.

Y so that whets.

ze Valuel..c

is

phserved- and-when S t, Y is served. Hence_the_expected_value_o
- -

for the treatment group" is the follOwing-canditional expectation

treatment group mean - E S

mean of .Y Or the "control --group" is

In a mor

control zLai mean a E Y

(2.2)

(2.3)

general setting the definition of a causal effe t at the

unit level would not require that the subtraction,' Y
t .

fuL- This is beyond the scope

Holland And Rubin (1980):`

apsr but is diScuSSed

e' meaning-



In general- there i s no reason_why-E

equal. .
similarly for E(Y ) and E(Y- I S

1

and E (Yt FF, should be

ence, -in general

neither ECYt I S = t) nor EC/ I = has a direct causal interpre

tion.

az.;

owever, E Y and E y are always related through t is

ic-equation:

.E (Y y-ls = -S ='-t A- E(Y -=- = (2.4)

-Similarly,

E(Y) F TKYCIS t P ( ) +E(c1 S -=-, t) P(S =t) .5)5

No that equation (2.4)- involves-the average value,of Y among those

eXpoieeto lAarly';- equation (2.5)- involves-the avera

:

. value of Y
c

.Among those units expos ed ---t0 3E . But ,-- E (Y
t
I S_ =

. .

CompaniOn E(Y_ IS =- t) can never be JLiLta measured except when Yt
.

and Y can both be observed on all units. This _ the fundamental p

and its

1

-randomize

Sal iaference. the Appandtx we show how experimental

on-res61Vea this problem by

between (2 2) and (2.3).difference

Lord's Examples

Lord 'uses, four principal examples

king-(2.1) -equal-to the

over the course o his discus-
--

sion in, Lord (1967) Lord (1968) -, and Lord (1973) Each example is a

fictic" us research study that could describe a eal-life investigaion.
ti

Example 1 is usually

examples amplify thd

refe red' to as Lord's 'Paradox The other three

issues that arise there. In this section we

lyze each example in terms of the model given in Section 2.



Lorais.-famOus peradox,isthe cente of `bOth Lord (,196'7.) and

-Lord (1973) and a Variant of ft is,mentioned.briefly-in-.LOrd (1968) .

ntroduced- -Ord 01967 with this short paragraph:-

A large university in rested in:investi satin

the effe ts on the tudenta of _the diet Provided

_
the university dining_halls and any sex differ,

ences in these effects. Various types,bf data

gatherpd. In'particular, the weight of each

student at the time'Of hiu arrival in'September

and his weight the following Juile are

There.is,no other inforMation describing, this. hypothetical study

the three papers but otter information is giveridescribing

served data values. Nevertheless, _from this short description

identify all of, the releva

this idehtif

t elements of the model.

es- her

question mark 7) in Table 1 is, dUe to she fact that although

the dining, hall diet is clearly the treatmea, t, whose effect on

stu ent weight is sought by the4stUdy, there is no control `diet,

even hinted in the three pApers- in our model the influence

on Y is always relative'to some other condition c. The fact that,

this example is vaguely defined and not observed directly plays a

cruc ial role in our analysis of the paradox. It should be



Study Desi

The students at the university in the ?scu led
school. year,

all units.

Variables NeaSured

G : Student gende-- --- l = male, = female),
L

die weight of a student in September,

weight of a student in .June,



that Y- represents,-:the-W fight- in -,June of,a stiident-exposed to he on-
_ .

,

, c_ -.

trdrdiet. --Since no one is-exposed-to c, anyone-,analyzing the data
%

will- be forced to make testgble'astumptibns,about thevalue of Y
c

in

order to obtain numerical answers t Causal questions,

There is enlyLone version -of X in this eXambThiSince itis mess

tired in-September, prior to the onset of the gt t hence, X is a

covariate, -Finaliyi since all students are exposed " -to t and-none

We haVe, r for all ludenes.

Lord frames his paradox in -Le -of the abilYSes
SY

=

wo hypothe-

tical statisticians who come to quite different co-dcludions from the

data in this exampi

the focus

-

have been _estimated with, high precision.

tical analyaes

shall summarize all

of, the parameters t' are estimated.

bt of the dining hall diet on a stffdent's weight is given by the

difference Y. --Y

-stUdent weight is

so that the average

he expected val

causal-effect

this difference.

of, the features =of- this 'study an expressed interest
. .'

differences in_these effects the average causal effects for
-

be separately estiMated. The parametersmales and for_femblea need t

of interest are the eve age pausal effects for males and for females



14.

(Y
L

and the -difference of:average causal effects
-_A

2

terms- of the -ind -1dUal subpopulatiop- avenges; L may 1e expressed

either_ as

IECY ECY 1 ] Y-] G -2 1,

or as

1(Y E
c

G
.t-.

Equation Z3.43 Is especially useful in this example since it separates

the observed Y froM the unobserVed Yc.

Statistician 1:bases his conclusion about the effect if.the diet-
_

en .the 4ference_between the distributions ioff Y nd of
7

X-in-each sub-
- _

and females. In te df the means of theie
.

population 7-
.

istributions,"I the porresParding parameters.

D, EN - XIG '7

re

2
-aVerage differences

5)

The quantity D. is the mean weight gain in subpopulation i -The dif-
_

-ference of_the gains is

Fro -the.description of the pat_-rn-of data values given by Lord. in
, .

thi4 example Statistician 1 observes that there. are no differences

between the be __ink _and ending weight distributions-

or females Thus the D. in (3.5) are bo

tiori, Statistician 1 concludes that

either males

h zero. From this obse



as_far as these data are concerned, they

no evidence of any interesting. effect of

diet of- anything - else)- on-student weight.

In :particular there i d.o evidence ofany

_.
differentia1,effect on the es, -since

. ,- -

neither group, _ shows any _y c change.%

nee o true withou't making&additional a sumptions%
.-

This causal 1

D. in (3;5) not average-causal effect parameters. d*awing

his conclUsioni; Statistiiian 1 is making an assumption about:--the numdri-
= '

cal Values the unobserved variable Y There are severs

assumption he could make to justify his conclusion. .10nSa

to assume that the response to the control diet, whatever

be, is givenby the student's weight September,

Y' = X.
c

:Underr,this entirely unte table assumption,

the-.average-causdl --affects parameters
--:----- _

In Lard (1968), ,Lord-Makes a brief reference

ossible

?Simplest

might

(3.7)

he in 5 equal to

in 0.1).

assumption (3.7). He 'refers to cry ca of Lord (1967)

'the obvious procedure to e" is. the gain score",

s related the

o suggest that

We would

et such critics as attempting to obtain an.estimate of the causal

effect of the dining hall diet on-each student by making aSsuMption C3.7

Since ssumption (3.7) cannot be tested with the available data, a ceptance

or criticism of itmust be based .on intuition and/orsubjec

xperienbe%
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Statistician oomputes a covariance adjusted difference the

two subpopulatinn-meanS, This=cOrreapondsto computing the.following.
_

WO conditional l-expectations within -group regression fun-et s

lECY G 2.

nditional, 'weight-gain _in group i at X is

Di(X) - XIX, C = 1,2. 9

The mean,

The-di rence-in-these-coaitional_weight gains at X

P(x) (x) .10)

.F r simplicity, -Led assumes that the conditional eimeetations in 8)

are both linear and parallel. Thus we .can write

.

E(Yt IX; -.0 ...- = a. 1- bX, = 1 2. (3.11

Hence, (X ) simplifies tai f

(X).= am . -.1.- b-1 X, is 1,2, (5.12

and D(X) simplifi

D( X) = al - a2.

Thus, D(X) is independent of the value of X. Statistician '2 correctly

interpretS-D(X).ae.the average amount more that A male (C = 1) will

weigh in June than will. a female -(G equal initial weight,

Aithough correct, thin statement about' bears. no direct relevance
4

to the .diffe ential,causal effect o dining hall diet on the June

Weights of male and female students; This is because D(X

is net directly related to the causal effect paramete-
.

-en ie ( 3,1) and (3.2)'.

24,
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However, under an untestabie

erent from (3.7) , D(X) equals

differential causal- ffedt

assumption 7) to

17.

assumption that akin tp bu

A and consequently does measure the

erftt. To see this we generalize the

= a. + X.

option_ 14) asserts that a student's weight in June under the,

control,. diet,. is a date: of the value oinistic linear function

'the student's weight in September, X. Furthermore, the same linear

function applies to all students regapdiess.of.gender. The assumption

14).

Statisti-ianl is

a -7- 0, = 1. If Statis

that of no weight chengeunde- the control diet:

_sion lines

dif fe

Where-b is the gammon

ian 2 makes the alternative assumption

in (3.11), then he nay

forwar&algebra that shows this

slope of -th withing ups egres-:

nterpret D(X) in 10) as the

defined in (3:2).

These results a

omit the straig

e summarized in

Table 2:

Table 2 goes he

e wish to emphasize that the assumptions that lead

used by

the formulas

statisticians in Table 2 are not the.only ones, no

they the.most general ones,

weaker assumption that E(Y

assumption about =must bL un estable in this examPle and yet will led

formula for A. The plauSibility of any particular assumption ehoUt

example, Statistician 1 -could make

= E(X1G instead

the

Y= must be argued from
c .

considerations external the data,



kSummary -of two Sets f.116sumptions That
Lead to the Conclusibft of Each Hypothetical

Statistician in Lord's Paradox

Testable
-sumptions

Untestable
Assumptions

`bX

Foimula for
causal effects

A
i

Formula for
differential
cauaal effect

= E(Yt G = 1)

E(Y G = 2)

[E(XIG = 1)

E{ IC ='2)]

= difference in
mean weight gains

=- 1 --,E(yt[c 7- 2)

G 7 = 2)]

=,CoVariance adjusted mean
difference in June Weights



aniein many' cases pa

There are statements in-Lordw(1967) and Lord (1973) that suggeit that

Lord ould be willing to accept-the assumption that justifies Statisti-
.

ticular as umptions may be perfectly reasonable ..

_

clan I rather than-the

slightly different -. . To

one that justifies Our view. is

paraphrase Lord, there no statistical pro-

to make,untestable assumption that arecedure that an be taunted

correct. In the case of-the diet e

obviously appropria

Walther

ews

assumption -see

we believe that the following v

Paradox. -Tf both statisticians made'-only:descriptive statements they

clan 1 makes the unconditional des rip-

In summary,

would bath b correct. Statist

resolve L

tive statemnt that the average weight -gains for males and females are

equal; Statistician 2 makes the conditional Con X) st

males. and females of: equal September eight, the males gain more than

In contrast, if the statisticians turned these descriptive

statements into causal statements, neither would. be Correct or incorrect

because untes table asspti-Ong- determine the -correctness the causal

atements. These bets of assumptions are outlined in Table 2. In a

sense then, Statitician 1 i ong because he-

withou tspecifying the assumption-needed to

2 is more cautious, since he makes only

-ever; unless-he makes further assume

- is completely irrevelant to the campus'd

effect of the dining hall di

ekes .a causal statement

e it true. Statistician

descriptive statement. How--

ons his descriptive statement

etician's interest in the
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am le 413EEEEIELk±LiLLAL

This example is given at the beginning of Lord (1968) as an_ illus-

tration' f a type of Situation in which the analysis of covariance is

often applied; Lord gives, only the following discussion Example 2.

group of underprivileged students is t be

compared-with:a ontrolgroup.on freshman grade-

point- eve age (y), the underprivileged group

has of considerably lower mean grade -point average

than the control group However,-Ithe.underprivi--
-

_ _

legedgroup started with a considerably lower

mean aptitude _ than did the.control-

group. Is the observed difference between grouPs

on y attributable to initial differences on

Or shall we that-the.t-- groups achreve,

e tly-even after allowing for Znitial

,differences in measured -aptitude.

In attempting

Section 2 for this

-

to identify the Various elements of the model

example e must --Idecide whether'he' the this study --is. in-

tended to be descriptive or causal. This decision hinges on the

interpretation given to the "controlgroup". "Underprivileged" refers

to a vague mixture of social, nutritional,',_ conomic and educational,.

circumstances and sometimes even to-racial. differences. Ih some ur;

usual c_rcumatances, such as with twins separated shortly after birth,.

it Can be reasonableto'consider "underprivileged" as an experimental
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n pulation, in such cases, both the mean aptitude score X-andAhe

Ashman grade-point aVerage YwoUld be_affected by-exposure to this

represented in A4r

Although it is conceptually

experimental manipulation, and both would be

by two versions, , X
c7

Ode

possible to regard "control" and underprivileged" s two levels o

an experimental ipulation practice .it-is often unreasonable t

do so-since-the exposure-essentially begins at birth. _encewe shall

interpret this e amplesimply as a descriptive study in hich there

are two- subpopulations , "underprivileged' and the ntrol

- -
group) being compare. Table 3 identifies the elements of

with &he,interprptation of Example as a descriptive study.

he model,

The conco

its values

Table 3 goes here._

ant variablo defines a subpopulation -f .P for each

the eubpopulation of P for which X 75.

of our model it is not possible to ask if the value

would b differentL__had_the-value of X-for that unit been different.

This fact-renders meaninkless'the question of whether-or not an observed

In terms

of Y for a unit

difference between two groups Yis attributable to diferen6es in

the valuea,of -. for. the-two groups'. In order to attribUte-cause to
_

values of a Variable (i e., causal .'effect in

it is necessary ,for th values to indicate the leVels

Hence, ceueai st Cements involving the infleence

variable on a dependent variable ire generally not meanie gful, However,-

there are useful descriptive parameteri that can be esFimated in this



TABLE 3

Identification bf the Elements of the Mode Exam ie

Study Design

P The freshman class at the university in a
given year

Variables Measured

Underprivileged status 1 underprivileged,
2 control).

Score_ on an; aptitude test aken prior '_to
college entrance...

Freshman grade- point average.



-type df study. The mean difference between

students in the two sUhpopulations-with the

the difference between the two

E

This difference may-be useful

:he ,grade -point average o

amt value _ X is -divan by

egression functions

EC/1.0 =

predictive,purposes

be given a causal interpretation in our mod

ramble -Iteriw-treatments-

Lord gives this example in Lord (1968).

follows:

,SupposeTan-agronomist

of various varieties of co

flower pots with seeds of

de

but cannot

studying -- yield

He plaplants 20

"black" variety

and 20 more pots with seeds- of a " "white

variety. For simplicity of illustration,

suppose that h_ eats all .40 plants equally-

for_several months, alter-which he finds that

the hite variety has yielded considerably

more marketable grain than the black variety.

However,,it is a fact that black variety

plants average only 6 feet high at flowering

time; whereas

feet.

white variety plants average 7

asks the question, would the

black variety produce as much salable grain if

conditions

15

7 feet in height at flowering
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_

Table 4: identifies the A -ments of the model n this

-Table goes here

This exa pip is {l he first ne in that only one level of he

experimental manipulation occurs in the study.. However, Lord is quite

clear in this example as to the- proble ereated by not having an ex-

Plicitly- defined alternative experimental condition. '.In fac the.

- _

queAtion he raises in this. example concerns the choice of t
. -

In his

Words:

practice, the answer depends on what

to secure black-*Ariety plants averaging 7

feet in height. This could-be done by destroy-

ing the shorter plants by applying -mo

fertil zer,

night while they are young, or

-The answet depends on- the means

by str eking the plants at

The role of -the-concomitant variable

different from the previous ones.

Value of X will be affected by t

pose of the treatment. Thu

by, other..means .

used.

n this example quite

It is evident :hat the 'measUred-.

_

ce that would be the tated'pur

there are two versions of X

and only Xc is measured in this study.

able assumptions as to the: value

Not

of Yt, it

X And X
t- c7

only must Opp make ,untesit-

is also necessary to

assumptions about, the value of Xt. The parameter bi interest in

example is the average causal effect on yield for the 'black" va

_eke

this

e,_y,



dentif cation £ he Elements of the Model n le

Study De igri

Corn eed.

The andardi treatmtreatment applied by the
agronomist.

all units.

easurdd

C Height at flowering

Amount of marketable gra # proproduced
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E(Y. EY := -'E(ycIG ,16)

e value of E(Y I G = 1) can be-computed:from the data, hut e value

ECY I G determined by whatever untestable asSumpt ons.

and ) be defined by

t
= E(Y = 1, X = x).c

so that p
t
(x) is theregression of-Y on X -under treatment t

"blacX" variety, and p (x) is this regression :under- treatment c.

Obtain _an"analYsis covariance' olution we may assume tha

o regression n functions are equal, i e.

x).

Let us also suppose that this regre sion isi linear,
A

a-c

e make.

.17)

these

(3.18)

.19)

_ption (3.18). is untestable but assumption 19) can be tested

with the lata. We may then _ pute.the unknown:quantity in (3.16),

ly, by the fo- Ul

E(Y IG- = 1) = E(p X-)1G = 1) =.4 X 1
t c t c.. -t

Since the mean of-Y -for. G - 1 can be expressed-as=

E(YeIG = 1) = E(lic(X) IG = 1) b E(X
c c c

the average >increase in yield fOr the "black _variety is

which is

2'1)

E(Yt.- YcIG = 1) -= b [E(X = 1) - E( XcIG 1)] 3.22)
c t

an "analysis of covariance caution: Howpver, we agree with

Lord that the plausibility, of the untestable assumption (3.18) depends

on The _choice of t. For example

additional fertiliz err

1 night be a plausible assumption

the new treatment, but ,,,'-stretching the young

plants at night" might only them rich -no. corresponding change.
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in or might kill them, -and in either case 18 ould .not be

appropri

3.4 Ec yle , o Explicit Treatments.

Although the first three examples are intended to o-illustrate cer-

thin and are-not-considered by Lord as indicative of .real

research studies,-the final example, fn Lord (1973) illustrates

that ",the-paradox is not just an amusing statistical puzzle: " - Lord

atement of th le is a f llows.

considerthe problem of evaluating - federally

_ _

unded special education programs. A group of

disadvantaged_children are pretested in September,

then enrolled in a special-program,_and-finally

posttested.In_June. A_ control group ,of children

--are gimilarly'pretested and posttested but not

enrolled in the special program. the most .

disadVantaged children are selected for the

-special program, the control group...will typi-

cally have higher prete-t scores than the dis-

advantaged group.

is the first of these examples in wach two levels of an

experi ental manipulation are explicitly-pre dent.

the elements of the model in-this.example.

Table 5 identifies



TALE 5

dentification of the Elements of .the odel in Ole 4

Stiesin
P tudents in the specific schools in the

given school year;

special-education program.

e. standard educational program.

Treatment indicator

Variables Measured

Disadvantaged indicator (1 = disadva taged,
2 control).

Pretest in September

Posttest -in June:

34

28
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-Eventhou two treatments are eplictly` defined, there

higuityas to how they are

and G remark "Sincelthe mo

assigned and what _the relationship between

disadva-ntaged children are

the special program" might be read° as meaning that the

-a unit into a treatment_group is made on= the basis of

with the lower scoring 'children more likely tobes,

Selected for

selection -of

-pretest 'scar

enrolled_rin.thespecial prograt,

might be interp

. class

th

On the the description

eted as implying that. = G And that G indicates

cation of children into "disadyantaged" and "control"

determined by X. The differences between these two possibilities are_X.

of fundamental-importance. ,

First,'suppose that:assig ent t t or was.based on the value
.

of X, and that the values of G are just .labels determined by the--

covariate X. If the regressions of Y and Y

parallel, then, as we show in the Appendix, the

X are linear and

usual covariance

adjusted estimator, estimates the causal effect

in contrast, suppose that S= G.and that there are 'two

SUbpopulatiopS inditated:by ,,,-and that G is not a function

existing

of X'alone.

Now S and C are completely confounded, sp that in:order to estimate the,_

effect f vs. c on Y fOr. each subpopulation, e. must make'assumptions

about the values of Y and Y
e

for the groups exposed to c and t-respec-

tivaly. These ass- ptiOns will be untestable and similar to these

made in Example T.

4. DiSeussion-

We believe that Lord touched upon a number of important: issues in

the examples that surround his pared The blind use of complicated



atistical--procedurea, analysia -of covariance,:

lead to absurd- .conclusions. Chi the _other hand, :the :analysis

variance is, a udeful tool that can en

table problem manageable. Lie think that

. .

described -in Sedribri- 2--is--th-at-it forces

the, attribution of cause

doomed

render an apparently intrac,

thervalue of the 'model

one to think, carefullY about--

Causal'atatements made in natural languaga_

are often vague and otentiallya.tisleading. The role: of mathematics

to give precision to natural langdage statements, and we believe

that this is an important aspect of our analysis of Lord's Paradox,

believe that the appropriate way to resolve

to be absolutely exTlicit

Par is
. .

about the'untestable assumptions that need

to be made -"'to draw tau al-inferendeS, TheSe assumptions all involve

the responses of units to a treatment to which they are unexposed .ande n

'`thereby turn observations about dataji.e. descriptive conclusions).'

nto causal infe

articles

entes.' We only digagree with-the eons OrPs three

that the analysis of covariance

except under special experimental designs. We "feel that Our-model

shows-that_in most complex studies in which causal inferences are

concern, 'there are always both testable and untestable_assumptions-
-

must be made in order to draw causal conclusions. e belleVe that

both scientifically necessary and pragmatically helpfidto

these assumptions explicit.'

The 'distinction between causal inference

hat

and ._descriptive

essential in _any contexts,-and this distinctio

inference

clarified by our

questi nsauch diet more



males or les ?'i are causal and imply a comparison

outcome for the na diet with an _outcome far.thecontrolditt. Similar

sounding q stiona may. not be causal and Involve.:no Attribution of

cause. For exampie.. "Who gained more under -the new diet,males,ar

emales?" not a causal qUestion, but a- purely -descriptive one, an

as such, _ -canbe ans wered without,making the 'assumptions necessary

_

Or-dausal inferences q`Descriptive questions- differ from- causal ques

ns that there is no implied comparison; the values of an out-

- come variable under different leVels an experitental manipulation.

illustrated in the Appendix,- hg calculations required to,

answer, desc iptive questions may, in some cases be identical- to the e

calculations that are required to answer causal questions under speci7

fic assumitions. .The-gaientific_andipractical_intarpreta ions of -the'

the-calculations-are, however, dramatically.di for

descriptive and causal questions-. The Appendix shows how experim'ental

randomization, can alleviate the problem of having to make untestable

assumptions to.draw- causal inferenEes. This, should not be-interrpreted

as meaning that randomization-is necessary for drawing causal inferences,

In approprlate untestable_assumptIonslwill_be_- _11__suppbrted

by intuition, theory, or past evidence. ln.such cases, we should not

avoid drawing Causelanferences and hide behind the cover of uninteres

lug descriptive statements. Rather, shouldmake causal statements

that,exOlicate the underlying issump ions And justify them as -Well as

pOssible.



endi- Randomizati and Inference Causal.Effecta

- .

We now shall show how randomizatio and-related topics can be

brought into the model' and how they allow causal inferences be drawn-

using standard statistical methods.

-The 52'2El!LlY2LrIdoml:zedEKEEtLREIL
_

nd mi zation has a powerful effect and special place-in our

model,. In a completely randomized-study, great effort ie made to in-

sure that S is statistically independent of all other variables in the-

study. in parficular,S is made-to be independent. of Y and Y . Hence

we have

E(Y) E(Y
t

E(Y.61S s (A.1

and

gri ,-E(Y,Js - -0w -E(1c,IS - (A:

.

e cranial consequence f randomization in our model is that it forces
ti

-the-equality. of` the. averaverage causal effect and the treatment - control -

group mean difference:

E(Y' Y
c
) a ECY

t
IS a _) E Y A.

2 !Causal, Effots_intSubpoptilations

When subpopulations.have been defined tiding G, is natural to

want to..estimate a causal affedt in each subpopulation: By analogy

-
with equation (4.3), the average causal effect in subpopulation is

E(Yt - YcIG a E(YtIG e i) E(YeIG (A.4)

Thus, unconditional theans.of Y and Yc for the units with G 7 i
,



e 1 causal =interpretation

r§ treated and control units. with

2.2) arid (2.3)

eatient ou mean for

ever, the expect valuese

given by, in analogy wit

units ---ace-

and

control eati fo

:The quantities

2.5)

= units E Y

in: (A.4) tare related

Cl

the quantities in A.5

following equations which are analogous to equatio s

ECY

E Y

Note that equation

= E(Yt = - PCS =

Eottlp - c,- . P(S --= =

= rE (ye I s . . Pcp - c]G

and (A.6)

4)- -and-

E(YcIS t G i) PCs tIG

(A.7) involves the t Lean of Y for units exposed to

c with G = i and equation A.8) involves the mean of Y
c
-for units ex-

.

posed .to

E(Y IS` -=

t with G =

G

effects in=th

1,2. But E(Y IS -=.c, and

never he directly- measured. with cauSal

population, randomization plays a special role when

timating' causal effects in subpopulations.

A.3 Randomization Within ulations

Suppose that within each subpopulation 2 S is independent o

Y Y
t c

_his will hold, -for

tents and "rando ized block"

eJcample, in c mpletefy randomized experi7=



tion-rnIeS might-be used_ within-eachvsubpbpulaton. For examide 'when.i

G.=-1, the probability of being treated i .4 whereas ,when G 2, =the

probability of being: treated is .6. S is conditionallynally independent

Of (Ye li) given- G, then .

ECY IG E(Y- IS t
t

E S,

ECY IG
c

ECY'IS G i) E(YJS7

Thus randomization within subpOpnlati-ns forces the Within subpopulati

1

equality of the average causal effect and the treatment -control-group

mean difference, i.e.

(Yt Y-
E(Y-1S -

Rendomization'Besed-un-a Cover e

Suppose the concomitant X is a covariate so that X = X
t

When a covariate

it can be used to select

is observed, before

le* X b

treatment conditions are selected,:

-niti-into-treatment 'conditions:. For example;_
- -

suppose students with low scores of Xlare,asl-

igned with high'probability to take a special educational- progra

those with middle scores are assigned With squal probability' to the
,o =

special and regular programs and those with high scores gre assigned

with high probability to the regular program.

,such, n situation, the randomizatiOn is a_ function of the ob-__

served value :of X, and it follows that S'gnd-Y.,

Independent given. X. _Hence

conditionally.



and

E(Yt E(YtIS = o, X)

E(YIX) E(Y-IS = c, -X) ECY
c

The importance of equations (A.9) and (A.10) is that

data (Y
5,

B,, X ) we_ may estimate these regressions:
=

E
- t X)_ and E(YcIS c

From tA.0 and A.10) it followd that these-regressions equal E

and'ECYclX respeeiVely Now suppose that E(YJX) and E(Y_ X) are

35.

(A4.9

X). -- (A.10)

--and

E(YIN) -t
-(A. 11-)

unit

the least squares refire 0

e timates equation (A.11)

X

"ft

reatment group

and the least squares regression of Y

'_on X for.-the contiO1 group units estimates-equation (A.12). (Of course,_

there are other ways estimate these conditional expectations when

they are linear.; and more generally, whgn, they are not

.1977))

Suppose that we have estimated E(Y IX and -ECY
c
IX); how an we

estimate,the avera e causal, E(Y in P? Let. P(X) represent

distr"bution of= X Theo ,

E(it - Y0) [E(Yt-IX

That is average -causal effect of siMply
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the average :value the een7bed -ference the conditional. expe6 a-
,

_ .

ons of Y a.and of Y at X, where-4.111e average' overo X is weighted to re -.
t- c ,- -,

-,-

fleet th e proportion Of" units at each value- bf X.

E (Y -;E(Y* for ali X,._ A.14)

then the causal-effect of t versus c is the same rfor all X, and equala

causal effect of t versus' c in P. WIten (A.14) h the averaging

(A.13) is Arrevelant.

when combined with

sumption (A.14 pairallel regressions)

the linearity assumptions (A.11) and (A.12) yields

thetmodel underlying the ,usual covariance adjusted. estimator. That is,

andard analysis of covariance es appropriate when

assignment into treatment stoup is based on X, And (b) the t and c

egresions -Of y-cin-X-are linear and parallel. Rubin 1977) discusses
this', case and MOM, complichted

A:;5 Randomi zation on a Covariate Within Subpdpulations

The

lations. An example of such a study would

effects of special diet (S

-males (G m 1) and females (G

mont to treattient depends on in_

argument of Section A'.4 can be extended to cases'as s with subpopu-

be an evaluation of the

t) verSns a. nor 1.4iet (S --

in which the probability of ssign-

ial eight (X) with different assign-



meat rules being used: for males and females. for weight; in

-1ounds P(5-7 [1 ÷ X/150] _ and PCS X,

4--X/12017 n such cas conditionally. independent.

given (G,

The entire argument of Section-A-4 can be-applied eparately to

each subpopulation Indtca ed- by, G Ravin ,obtain d- estimates df>the

,causal effect. of t versus

averaged (weighted

to obtain an estimate

c in each subpopulation, the

by the relativ

for the entire

stimates can

equencyl of the subpopulation)`

population. -Alternatively, t

-differenc :between e.subpopulation e ates:can,be-computed,in-order

es imate the differential causal effect of t versus c the two

- subpopulatio _

It is important to note that this compari gon of the sizes of the

causal effects relies on -the assumption of theconditional independence
.

S and ('Y ) given CX, G) and involves the comaefson of .Y
t
andp

only one of which can be observed: n each unit; this assumption
.

has been called "strongly- ignorable treatment assignment "'in ROSenbaum,

and Rubin (1982) and plays a central role in causal inference.

Descriptive Studies.

Dacriptive stUdies are different from causal studies in that

there is no experimental manipulation involved and therefore the is

Only.one version of Y. The treatment indidato fe'not even defined'in-

ibis cage. For example, auppose-G 1 for males, G = 2 for females,

June weight in pounds and preVipus September wefght in:pounds.



desc iptive question is, ."How much= :no o males weigh in June
=

than.do females The answer is given_by the parameter:

E(YIG,=- ECYIG =

oth descriptive question is, illow much more weight have males

gained -Sei3tember to dune than.hhave females? rIt.riis answered ,by

[ECYIG

[EY1G- _

E(Y

[E(Y0 = E(XIG

[E(XIG = I G

More complicated questions -tan be formulated by cqnditionin on For

ample.: "How much more do males with September weight X w Jgh
---

June

ahan- dofemales with the same September weight, X is ered by-

E(YLG = 1, X) E(Y G Z X ). (A.15)

If the regressions Y on-X are linear and parallel in the aubpopulat

tions, i.

ECY I t

then (A 15 ) equals cl

analysis of covariance

X,

all X which sestLmated.by the standfrd.--

stimator. -It i a c itical to realize, however,

that the analysis of -covariance estimator-in thi case is answering a

purely descriptive question'and not a causal, question.

If the- regre sions

descriptive:questions

X are not parallel in the subpopula ion,

constant for all X,, then the answers to such

as "How much more-do Males with September

X weigh in June than do females with September weight X?" depend-on the

Value of X. ,Sometimes, an average answer may be desired, and.th6_,the



difference given by (A.15) will be aveTraged er the dis ibution

X in tandard population,

fE(YIG

y P:

E(YIG -= 2

Although (A.16) looks <formally

to a causal question since

hereas (A.16) Is

the ans -er.

the answer to

-the comparison of th distribut on of Y f two different values of G.
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